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Abstract

Silver-Russell syndrome (SRS) is characterised by intrauterine and postnatal growth failure accompanied by a variable number of dysmorphic features. It is usually sporadic although a few familial cases have been described. In a prospective study of 33 patients with sporadic SRS, we have studied the parent of origin of chromosome 7 using variable number tandem repeat (VNTR) or microsatellite repeat markers and have identified two patients with maternal uniparental disomy of chromosome 7 (mUPD7). In one family, inconsistent inheritance of paternal alleles of markers on chromosomes other than 7 led to their exclusion from further study. The probands were clinically mild and symmetrical, but showed no gross clinical differences from the 30 patients with chromosome 7 derived from both parents.
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Silver-Russell syndrome (SRS) was first described, almost simultaneously, by Silver et al and Russell; the key features of the syndrome are intrauterine and postnatal growth retardation, relative sparing of cranial growth, triangular face, downturned corners of the mouth, and, in a large proportion, clinodactyly and facial, limb, or truncal asymmetry. The postnatal growth pattern is characteristic with persistent short stature, marked leanness, and a tendency for early, or at least prompt, puberty with further restriction of adult height. More recently a late appearing cognitive deficit has been described in approximately 50% of 25 patients.

In 1995, Kotzot et al reported maternal uniparental disomy 7 (mUPD7) in three patients with SRS from a sample of 25 clinically identified cases and in one case from 10 patients with primordial dwarfism (PD). The distinction between SRS and PD was that PD had the same growth characteristics but no dysmorphic features. Complete maternal isodisomy was found in two of the SRS patients and the one with PD, whereas one SRS child showed maternal heterodisomy. In addition, there have been four case reports of mUPD7 associated with low birth weight and poor postnatal growth. In each of the first two mUPD7 was found in a patient with cystic fibrosis where carrier status was confined to the mother. Both patients showed pre- and postnatal growth retardation and one had some features of SRS. The third case showed maternal isodisomy ascertained during investigation of the COL1A2 locus for which he was homozygous. The proband was of low birth weight for gestational age and was very short at 4 years and as an adult; he was said to have a small, pointed face. A further case with pre- and postnatal growth retardation associated with maternal uniparental heterodisomy has recently been reported; there were no dysmorphic features suggestive of SRS. Finally, a single case has been reported of mUPD7q and paternal UPD7p in a child who was of normal birth weight but who grew poorly after birth, being significantly short at 2 years; some minor dysmorphic features compatible with SRS were noted.

One drawback of all the above studies (including those of Kotzot et al) is that the clinical features of the patients were assessed by a number of different clinicians. We now report our molecular genetic studies in 33 SRS patients, all of whom were clinically assessed by a single clinical geneticist according to preset diagnostic criteria. Following clinical appraisal, full details of which are to be published elsewhere, parent of origin of each proband's chromosome 7 was determined using a combination of Southern analysis with VNTR markers and the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with microsatellite repeat markers.

Materials and methods

Thirty three probands were ascertained from clinical colleagues and they and their families visited by one of us (SMP) and clinically assessed according to the following criteria: low birth weight (>2 SD below mean), short stature at the time of our assessment (>2 SD below mean), characteristic facial features, and facial, trunk, or limb asymmetry. Body measurement data were converted to standard deviation scores using British reference data. High resolution cytogenetic examinations were performed in all probands using blood lymphocyte cultures.

DNA was extracted by conventional methods. Both parents and the proband were studied using Southern blot analysis with two VNTRs and PCR with 16 microsatellite repeat markers distributed along the length of chromosome 7. For both VNTRs, genomic DNA was restricted with HindIII followed by blotting and hybridisation using standard methods. Microsatellite repeats were analysed using fluorescently labelled primers by standard semi-automated methods as previously
The study was approved by the Joint Research Ethics Committee of Great Ormond Street Hospital and the Institute of Child Health, approval number 1278.

Results

The study population

There were 33 probands with both parents available for study, 17 males and 16 females, aged between 10 months and 35 years at the time of examination. Twenty-nine subjects had a birth weight >2 SD below the mean and the remaining four term babies had birth weights between 2500 and 2700 g. Classical facial features, as described by Russell, were seen in 23, while 10 had a milder facial phenotype. Limb asymmetry of ≥1.0 cm associated with facial asymmetry was present in 12 subjects. At the time of birth of the probands, maternal age range was 17.8 to 34 years and paternal age range 18.8 to 35 years. All had a normal karyotype.

Paternity

Analysis of VNTRs and microsatellite markers on chromosomes 2, 6, 11, and 17 was consistent with paternity as stated in 32 families. In one family, with a female proband, inconsistent inheritance of paternal alleles at four markers led to their exclusion from further analysis.

Markers of chromosome 7

In two families, marker analysis showed mUPD7. Both VNTR markers were informative in both families. For family 1, D7S21 showed isodisomy, and for family 2 both mother and child were homozygous for alleles different from the father. In the case of D7S22, proband 1 was heterodisomic whereas proband 2 showed isodisomy for one maternal allele (fig 1A, B).

In family 1, there were an additional seven informative microsatellite markers and in family 2, eight informative microsatellite markers (table 1). Cytogenetic localisation and order of all the markers were taken from Tsui et al. In both patients, all markers informative for parent of origin showed mUPD7. Considering only the proband and maternal markers, it was possible to explore the nature of the disomy, that is, whether the proband had inherited a copy of each of the mother’s chromosome 7 (heterodisomy) or two copies of one chromosome (isodisomy). In family 1, six markers indicated definite isodisomy, eight markers definite heterodisomy, and three were not informative as the mother was homozygous. In family 2, six markers indicated definite isodisomy, eight markers definite heterodisomy, and four were not informative. In this analysis, the simplest model, based on the least number of recombinations compatible with the data, was assumed.

Patients with mUPD7

The clinical features of the two patients with mUPD7 are shown in table 2. They showed no major differences from the other 30 patients,
although they were probably at the milder end of the clinical spectrum. Neither were asymmetrical. The maternal ages were not different from the remainder of the cohort (mother 1, 34 years; mother 2, 29 years).

Discussion

In both cases reported here, the probands' and maternal alleles shown in table 1 indicate mixed disomy with a combination of iso- and heterodisomy. This is compatible with meiosis I non-disjunction with three recombinations in patient 1 and four in patient 2. In the case of family 1, this interpretation is strongly supported by the heterozygosity of all the markers around the centromere. There is more doubt concerning family 2; the proximal 7q markers show isodisomy and the most proximal 7p marker is not informative (table 1). Therefore we cannot exclude meiosis II non-disjunction in this family. Our data lend further support to the association of mUPD7 with SRS, increasing the number of published cases with full mUPD7 and the growth characteristics of SRS to 10, although in three of the earlier reports the abnormal growth was not associated with the more specific dysmorphic SRS features. The significance of the case of Eggerding et al.1 where the mUPD only involved 7q is unclear; it is noteworthy that the birth weight was normal (3040 g at term), which is at variance with all the other reports where pre- and postnatal growth failure were a feature. Possibly the pre-natal features are dependent on a gene or genes on 7p, whereas the postnatal features are associated with genes on 7q.

Kotzot et al.6 described three patients with SRS and mUPD7 where two were isodisomic and one heterodisomic. The clinical differentiation between these cases and their cases of PD is of uncertain significance, particularly as one of the latter also had mUPD7. The authors comment on this and allow that the clinical diagnosis of the disomic PD case was in part subjective and the differentiation between PD and SRS, in this case at least, uncertain. In all four of their disomic patients their data suggest that whether chromosome 7 was iso- or heterodisomic, it was complete for each individual chromosome.

The accumulated evidence supports the hypothesis that there are one or more imprinted genes on chromosome 7 important in pre- and postnatal growth. In isodisomy it is possible that part of the phenotype is a consequence of a recessive maternal gene. There is one case of SRS6 and one of pre- and postnatal growth failure10 with apparently pure heterodisomy, although in the latter case there were only eight informative markers along the length of the chromosome and a double recombination between one or more pairs of markers cannot be ruled out. In the two cases presented here there is mixed disomy, but between the two cases there is minimal overlap in the regions iso-disomic for chromosome 7. These are restricted to 7pter-p22 and 7q35-qter (table 1). Where complete heterodisomy is present, exposure of a maternal recessive gene cannot explain the phenotype and the best explanation is the presence of an imprinted gene whose expression is diminished or absent when only maternal alleles are present. The explanation in the remainder of cases of SRS may be a mutation/deletion in the allele of paternal origin or that the condition is heterogeneous with more than one aetiology.

The connection with imprinted genes is strengthened by the fact that human chromosome 7 has homology with multiple mouse chromosome regions; of the six mouse chromosomes that are known to possess imprinted regions, four have regions of homology with human chromosome 7 (mouse chromosomes 2, 6, 11, and 12).13 Proximal mouse chromosome 11 is particularly interesting as maternal disomy of this region is associated with reduced prenatal growth. The homologous region on human chromosome 7 contains the genes for insulin-like growth factor binding proteins-1 and -3 and for the epidermal growth factor receptor. All of these could play a part in growth regulation.

A common feature of SRS is facial, truncal, or limb asymmetry suggesting regional growth differences which could be caused by mosaicism. It is most likely that in our two cases the mUPD7 arose from a non-disjunction and the production of a trisomic line during meiosis 1 after recombination. This was then followed by trisomic rescue producing a mixed disomic line in the embryo. Mosaicism would have been apparent from the Southern analysis and in the case of the microsatellites if there were 5-10% or more of the normal cell line.16 This was the case here where only lymphocyte DNA was analysed and it is still possible that other tissues may have mosaic lines. Both of our cases were symmetrical, but the cases of Kotzot et al.6 were all asymmetrical and mosaicism may have played a part. As the more quantitative Southern analysis was not carried out in this study mosaicism cannot be ruled out.

In conclusion we have identified two further cases of SRS with mUPD7, but unlike earlier cases the disomy was mixed in both cases. The next stage is the identification of genes on chromosome 7, for example IGFBP1 and IGFBP3, which, if imprinted, could be associated with the SRS phenotype.

Addendum

Since this paper was submitted to the journal, a further five families with an SRS child have been studied with the same VNTRs as above and four microsatellite markers. One proband
shows mUPD7 with both VNTRs and two of the microsatellites are informative. Other markers confirm correct paternity. As in the earlier families, the disomy is mixed with at least two regions of isodisomy and one of heterodisomy, which includes the centromere and is therefore compatible with miosis I nondisjunction as the underlying aetiology. This makes a total of three cases of mUPD7 out of 37 families studied.
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